Performance Products for Performance Needs

For over 25 years WALEX has been developing superior odor control products for multiple applications and industries throughout the world. Our products are utilized to maintain the health and safety of living and work conditions of people all over the globe. Exceptional product development and innovations assure our customers the highest performing and most competitively priced products available. Our products are top sellers not only in the U.S. but also in over 50 countries all over the world. In addition to our United States headquarters, Walex operates offices in Beijing, China and Sao Paulo, Brazil. Performance Products for Performance Needs remains our focus and mission as a leading manufacturer of waste treatment and environmental odor control products.
NEW SCENT!

Bio-Pak provides portion control and is easy to use with no messy liquids, just drop it in! The environmentally friendly enzyme formula starts working immediately to control odors and break down solids in the waste tank. Liquifies all types of toilet paper, eliminating the need for special toilet paper! Continued use ensures that pipes, valves, and seals will be trouble-free.

- Removes odors & cleans tank
- No biocides
- Safe for septic tanks
- Formaldehyde-free
- 10 sachets per bag, 12 bags per case

BIO-PAK® Walex Eats up the Competition!

BIO-PAK breaks down tissue in 24 hours, while competitors don’t even come close.

ASSURE® ODOR ELIMINATOR SPRAY

Eliminate odors on contact. Assure actually destroys odor molecules on contact, whether in the air or on fabrics. Use on couches, chairs, carpets, and other fabric surfaces. Leaves the area with a fresh fragrance that lasts. Assure Odor Eliminator is designed specifically to fight even the toughest pot, trash, and bathroom odors. Also great for eliminating smoke, mold and mildew, or anywhere a foul odor is present. Safe for use around dogs and cats.

- Contains natural essential oils
- Does not clog nozzle
- Non-toxic
- Environmentally friendly
- 6 bottles per case

BIO-ACTIVE® HOLDING TANK TREATMENT

Bio-Active holding tank treatment uses powerful 100% environmentally friendly ingredients to break down and liquify waste and tissue by speeding up the natural composting process. Prevents clogging while keeping valves and seals lubricated.

- Fragrance free
- Non-staining
- Formaldehyde-free
- 100% biodegradable
- Environmentally friendly
- Biocide-free
- 40oz. - 12 bottles per case; 68oz. - 8 bottles per case; 168oz. - 3 bottles per case
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False sensor readings and unpleasant odors are a common problem within RV black holding tanks. This is due to residue waste and paper buildup that has dried and adhered to the walls.

Walex has developed an advanced super concentrated enzyme formula to fight back hard against tough residual buildup. Commando Black Tank Cleaner penetrates deep into tank walls to clean and remove lingering odor, waste and paper buildup.

**NEW!**

This advanced formula cleans your entire tank in 12-24 hours!

Treats Your Black Holding Tank System with an
All-Natural Enzyme Cleaning Treatment in as little as 12 hours.

- Restores Sensor Function
- Super-Concentrated Enzyme Formula
- Easy to Use Dissolvable Packet
- Removes Waste and Paper from the Tank Walls
- Available in 2 sizes: Retail bags & Bulk containers

**PORTA-PAK®**

HOLDING TANK DEODORIZER

Never deal with a messy liquid again! Just drop Porta-Pak in your toilet and the pre-packaged portion controls odor, breaks down waste and paper, lubricates valves and cleans sensors!

Travel with a familiar scent from home. New Porta-Pak Lavender Breeze offers a fresh new scent for the industry’s #1 sold portion control holding tank product. All the same benefits you’re accustomed to in a fresh new scent and color.

- Unbeatable odor prevention
- Convenient zipper bag for easy storage
- Formaldehyde-free
- Biodegradable
- 10 packs per bag, 12 bags per case

Porta-Pak 50 Pak offers the same benefits as the original retail size in an even more economical size more suitable for the full-time RVer and for RV rentals.

- 50 sachets per bag, 5 bags per case
- Original Blue formula only

See Why it’s the #1 Product of its kind!
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ELEMONATE®
GREY WATER DEODORIZER

Fresheen sink and drain lines to eliminate odors.
Quick-dissolve tabs use the same odor-control
formula found in Penta-Pak Holding Tank
Deodorizer plus enzymes that dissolve grease in
the grey water tank, garbage disposals, and drain
lines. The triple action deodorizes gray tank,
freshens sink and drain lines, and dissolves
grease and organic sludge. Continued use keeps
tanks and lines free-flowing and odor-free.

- Cleans sensors inside gray tank
- Dissolves rapidly
- Formaldehyde-free
- Biodegradable
- 5 tablets per bag, 12 bags per case

Great for Disposals & Showers, too!

Green Hornet®
INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH CLEANER & DEGREASER

Eliminate the need for single purpose cleaning products with
Green Hornet. The three biggest selling cleaning products in
the RV Industry are Rubber Roof Cleaner, Awning Cleaner,
and Black Streak Remover - Green Hornet completes all of
these tasks with one easy super-concentrate, eliminating the
need for single purpose cleaning products.

- Saves time & money
- Biodegradable
- 64oz. - 8 bottles per case; 32oz. - 6 bottles per case

An entire cupboard of powerful cleaning products in ONE bottle!

64oz. Super Concentrate!

Excellent For:
Black Streak, Awnings, & Rubber Roof

32oz. Ready-to-Use!
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